
End of May Synervoice to Grads 

 

Good evening potential graduates and families.  This is your grad co-ordinator 
Mrs. Ronson here with a few important grad related items. Note that this 
announcement will also be emailed as it contains important information that 
may need to be reviewed. 

 

1. Graduates who paid for and are participating in the grad ceremony must 
pick up their Grad Package on one of the following Gr. 12 exam dates: June 
17, June 18, June 19 or June 20. More information will be released on grad 
packages before these dates.  *Note that the potential graduate must pick 
up their own grad package and have a piece of photo id with them in order 
to sign for it.   

2. The final grad newsletter will be included in the graduate’s grad package – 
be sure to read it carefully as important grad rehearsal and graduation 
ceremony details are included. 

3. You must ensure you do not lose any of the grad tickets or guest passes 
that are included in the grad package – replacements cannot be issued. 

4. If a student does NOT end up graduating – a refund will be issued by the 
main office. 

5. A reminder to all potential grads who indicated and paid for their 
participation in the graduation ceremony on June 27th. You are expected to 
attend the mandatory grad rehearsal at the Sanderson Centre the day 
before on June 26th beginning promptly at 9am. Reminder that absolutely 
no food or drinks are permitted in the auditorium as per the policy in place 
at the Sanderson Centre. 

6. An important message about EXTRA GUEST PASSES for this year’s 
graduation ceremony.  This year each graduate will receive 3 guest passes.  
There will be a lottery process for any graduate who is interested in 
possibly obtaining one additional guest pass.  This lottery process will be 
explained next. *Graduates are reminded that they can still network with 
fellow graduates who may not be using their 3 guest passes. 



 

7. The LOTTERY PROCESS for a chance to obtain one additional guest pass is as 
follows: 
 
1. Graduates who are interested in putting their name into the lottery for 

one extra guest pass must pick up a ‘Lottery Letter’ from Mrs. Spiers in 
Student Services between Monday, June 3 and Friday, June 7th, during 
school hours. 

2. Upon pick up of this letter, graduates must sign that they received the 
letter. 

3. Graduates must take the letter home to a parent/guardian and have 
them sign and date the letter. 

4. Graduates then return the signed and dated ‘Lottery Letter’ to Mrs. 
Spiers in Student Services. 

5. ONLY SIGNED & DATED LETTERS WILL BE ACCEPTED and must be 
HANDED IN NO LATER THAN Thursday, June 13 by 3:30pm. 

6. The lottery will take place the next day on Friday, June 14 and 
successful lottery participants will be notified by the end of the day. 

7. Successful lottery participants will receive their additional ticket in a 
separate sealed envelope when they pick up their GRAD PACKAGE on 
one of their exam dates. 

8. Reminder that the school CANNOT replace any lost or stolen tickets so 
please keep them in a safe place until the night of grad. 
 

 
 
Thank you and if you or your graduate have any questions, please reach out 
to their Guidance Counselor. 
 
Have a great weekend! 

 

 

 


